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This should be in the eSport competitive scene.
It's an amazing Counter-Strike Rip-off that deserves to be widely played by gamers from the entire world :D
I'm being serious, it's fun.. I had to stop playing just now as for the first time ever I got VR motion sickness.

First impressions: Really interesting concept. The maps are very complete. They don't look as good in VR (Supersampling at
1.4) as they do on the intro videos in 2D but they are nice.

There's not that much to do (yet). I haven't explored everywhere but there are some cool little areas. I expect this will get better
and better. It would be cool if there were more things going on. Even just cars or robot people milling about. The town feels a
bit dead. There is one chap playing his guitar but I don't think he does anything else. More stuff like that would be good.

There doesn't seem to be an overall goal to the game\/experience.

Some bugs I noticed:
- The oars are laggy on the boat.
- When throwing things (fruit\/puppets) - they don't let go immediately when you let go.
- Motion - I used locomotion. I found this to be one of the worst bits. I couldn't predict when it would walk and when it would
run. A side-step option would also be good.

Chat - Although it says I was online in the main menu, when I clicked voice and pressed login, it just seemed to be loading but
never finally loaded. I couldn't hear anyone and I dont think anyone could hear me.

You have to register via a web page before you start. I did this but still couldn't chat.

I'm really looking forward to exploring the rest of the world. It definitely needs more users for it to be viable long term. I hope
the devs can help me out with my voice issue.. Please release this beautiful game. Take your time on it. Don't give up.. Just
bought this game, it did its job to waste about 10-15min. Pretty much the only reason I grabbed it was because had some left-
over wallet cash.. Pretty simple top-down wave shooter, nothing more than that though super bare-bones game, would not
recommend paying for this game definetly not worth the money.. Something people seem to forget when not recommending
this, CA have already stated they can't add the DLC for free because that will still make the base game an 18. Frankly \u00a32
isn't much to ask for, they're literally after the minimum spending price to make it legal.
Also on that note, the DLC is a great addition, if you enjoy Brittania I highly recommend this. this route is the most realistic
from real train sounds to real wagon sounds and horns i recommend this route. I mean, we're basically living in a world where
we're being tracked and viewed as corporate commodities, so this game isn't much of a stretch. Still, I found myself really
enjoying Orwell - so much so that I purchased the next game in the series (Ignorance is Strength) shortly after completing it.
The basic premise behind Orwell is that you're an investigator snooping on your fellow citizens in order to connect the dots
behind a larger conspiracy. Your choices, of course, will have an impact on the game's ending; they'll also decide the fate of
individual characters - whether they escape, get arrested, or even die. The storyline is interesting and presents you with a lot of
ethical dilemmas; things are never black and white, although you can certainly make some intriguing choices trying to adhere to
such a worldview.

Overall, I don't have many complaints about the game itself. The UI is pretty slick and easy to navigate. Music is nice. However,
I wish there was a way to easily skip\/speed through phone calls and such. If you want to unlock every achievement, then you'll
need to play through the game 3 or 4 times; having the ability to skip or speed through certain dialogues\/events would make
that feel less cumbersome. I mean, it's worthwhile to replay the game just to see what happens when you make different choices
or approach situations from another perspective; it can just feel a bit tedious when you're looking for a specific achievement.

As an added bonus, the second game in the series (Orwell: Ignorance is Strength) takes the events of the first game into
consideration. You can even import your investigator's decisions, allowing you to relive the events of the first game while
playing through the second. I won't spoil anything, but I like that the developer made that decision; it ties the games together
nicely. I'd recommend this game for fans of the cyberpunk\/dystopian genres, especially - you'll definitely appreciate the themes
and overall feel of the game.. To make it simple, Monster Challenge Circus is probably the game that depicts hell in the most
convincing way :
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-clunky camera control
-confusing spell selection
-unintuitive mission objectives
-oversimplistic combat system
-glitchy gameplay\/cutscene transitions
-horrible use of film grain, if not the worst in video game history

As a demon that lust for revenge you must make your way through 4 levels that will take less than 1 hour to complete, even with
trial and error.

To make things even worse, the story revolves around a father-son relationship that is strangely reminiscent of Freud's oedipus
complex. How awkward could it get?

To be honest, it is quite disappointing that Monster Challenge Circus turned out as an unfinished product since it had some
potential. Imagine a game like Sanity : Aiken's Artefact but with a Thrill Kill\/Silent Hill twist. This is what the game could have
been.

Here is the full playthrough :
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mPZ7_dQnDY4

Rating :
1.0 \/ 10
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Parov Stelar :). Great buses of the German area! I love that there are 4 different types of them.. + Funny game with excellent
dialogue. Lots of British slang. The mechanics of the game is simple: click once to See an item, double-click to Use it. All 3
episodes are connected, but Episode 2 is probably my favourite because it has the largest number of locations. The story isn't the
greatest, but there is a big plot-twist at the end of Episode 2.

- The graphics are cute but the game's maximum resolution is quite-small, and doesn't support wide-screen.
. 5 miniscule robots, 1 big point-and-click adventure.. Hmm... In my opinion, it is worth the price. (Must buy when being a sale.)
That is true it has just about 5-6 hours story, but great game and graphic compared to it is published in 2006.
Absolutely fully scripted game, but the shooting system and AI is good, the enemies throw back the grenade, take cover or
attacking us directly.
Lots of scene (eg. port, office, streets, storehouse, cave, jungle, ship) when you can fight. You can use bullet-time. It is very
spectacular. :)
I just recommend.
PS. Just a tip: Save often. :P
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